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Story ideas for print and broadcast media 
UD STUDENTS LEARN HOW HANDICAPPED LIVE 
The UD School of Education is sending its students out of the classroom 
and into the homes of handicapped children, to learn first-hand how they live. 
According to project coordinators, 13 UD students (all studying to be teachers) 
are learning another important aspect of handicapped life by spending time with 
the handicapped and their parents in a home environment. 
"These homes are special and our students can learn a lot about how to 
deal with these children in the classroom by observing how the parents deal 
with them at home," said an instructor. 
(Interviews with students, instructors, and families can be arranged. A 
visit to one of the homes is also possible for television visuals. Contact Tom 
Bidwell at 229-3241 for more information.) 
TUNING INTO BRAIN WAVES MAY SAVE LIVES 
A UD electrical engineering professor has been researching ways to pro-
cess brain signals so more lives can be saved in operating rooms. According to 
John Westerkamp, by reading electrical brain impulses of patients, doctors will 
be able to get more advanced warning of complications; existing monitoring 
devices are often too slow. Westerkamp is in the process of building a 
computerized signal processing lab so that his three years of research can be 
tested on humans. (Westerkamp is available for interviews at 229-3611. The 
lab is not a strong visual element for television, but computer graphics are 
available. 
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